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We introduce a new method to measure the energetics and range of weak biochemical bonds using
functionalized vesicles. Large bilayer regions are held in molecular proximity by osmotic depletion
forces to enable rapid specific bonding. By fixing an electrical charge to the tethering site of the
functional group on one surface, persistent adhesion of the vesicles after removal of the depletion
stress is titrated against the clamped electrostatic potential of the opposite surface. We demonstrate
the method with DNA bases and obtain new information on the range of their specific interactions.
[S0031-9007(97)04018-0]

PACS numbers: 87.15.Kg, 68.18.+p, 68.35.Md, 87.15.By
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Nature has chosen weak biochemical bonds to play
portant roles in biology—e.g., the interaction energy b
tween a complementary pair of nucleic bases of DN
is perhaps onlyø5 kBT . Yet, bonds of a fewkBT in
energy are extremely difficult to probe by any of the e
isting force techniques (atomic force microscopy [1], su
face forces apparatus [2], optical tweezers [3], bead fo
probe [4], etc.) because these bonds have very short
times with little strength on the time scale of experimen
Thus, we have developed a new method to titrate the s
cific chemical interaction of a weak bond against a co
trolled electrostatic bias. The concept is based on for
confinement of the reactant groups to a molecularly t
layer. When the surfaces are sufficiently close, the s
cific bonds equilibrate rapidly; but if separated beyond t
range of the specific interaction, no bonding occurs [
Simultaneously, specific bonds that form are armed w
a controlled repulsive potential which is triggered simp
by release of the confining stress. If this potential e
ceeds the binding energy, the surfaces unbind; if not, t
remain adherent. The experimental approach is to che
cally graft a functional group [6] to the headgroup of
membrane lipid bearing a single electrical charge, wh
is then mixed with neutral lipids into the surface of a lip
bilayer vesicle #1. The counter structure (receptor gro
is grafted to a neutral lipid, which is mixed with neu
tral and electrically charged bare lipids in the surface o
second bilayer vesicle #2. The charged lipids clamp
surface potential of vesicle #2. Then, using a novel p
assembly technique, vesicle #1 is brought into molecu
proximity with vesicle #2 and released to test for adh
sive bonding. By titrating the electrolyte concentratio
in the aqueous environment and the surface charge d
sity in vesicle #2 against adhesion, both the range
magnitude of the specific chemical interaction can be
tablished. Here, we demonstrate the nanotitration met
for weak hydrogen bonding betweenA andT nucleosides.
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Three new diacyl lipids were synthesized [6] b
grafting nucleosides to lipid chains, a negatively charg
adenosine lipid (DOSPA), a neutral adenosine lip
(DOSA), and a neutral thymidine lipid (DOST) (se
Fig. 1). Negatively charged bare lipids stearoyl-oleoy
phosphatidylserine (SOPS) and neutral stearoyl-oleo
phospatidylcholine lipids (SOPC), were also used. Lar
vesicles were formed by hydration of mixtures (the com
positions are listed in Table I) of these nucleoside lipid
with the bare lipids (dried from chloroform-methano
solution) in 0.3 M sucrose [7]. The composition o
the lipid mixtures was chosen according to the requir
charge. These lipids chains were unsaturated. This p
vided membrane vesicles in a fluid state, which ensur
good mixing of the lipids. Vesicles labeled #1 con
tained DOSPA and vesicles labeled #2 contained eith
DOSPA or DOST plus SOPS to set the surface char
density. All experiments were performed at a fixe
pH of 5.5.

FIG. 1. Structures of the functionalized lipids. DOSPA i
negatively charged while DOSA and DOST are neutral.
© 1997 The American Physical Society 1949
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TABLE I. First two columns: composition of the vesicles; third column: range of ion
strengths that brackets the crossoverCp from bound to unbound vesicles; the limits on bindin
energyEb that correspond to the bracket of ionic strengths as calculated with Eq. (1) (u
an area per lipid [11] of0.65 nm2 and a single negative charge for DOSPA and SOPS w
DOST, DOSA, and SOPC uncharged).

Binding energy
Vesicle #1 Vesicle #2 Cp smMd skBT d

DOSPA/SOPC DOST/SOPS/SOPC
(5:95) (5:5:90) 1 , Cp , 10 1.83 , Eb , 3.83

DOSPA/SOPC DOST/SOPS/SOPC
(5:95) (5:10:85) 1 , Cp , 10 2.97 , Eb , 5.18

DOSPA/SOPC DOSA/SOPS/SOPC
(5:95) (5:5:90) 5 , Cp , 50 0.90 , Eb , 2.37
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Using micropipets, single vesicles were selected fr
a dilute suspension in a chamber on the microscope s
and transferred to an adjacent chamber that contained N
(plus glucose needed for osmotic balance) and PEG 20
polymer. To identify vesicles in the initial suspension, t
two types of vesicles were prepared with different op
cal densities, which could be easily discriminated in t
Hoffman modulation contrast microscopy. After transf
to the polymer solution, the vesicles were maneuvered
just touch in the second chamber where a macrosco
size contactsø10 mm2d was formed immediately, driven
by the attractive depletion force (Fig. 2) [8]. Next, the a
herent vesicle pair was released from the depletion st
by transfer into a third chamber that contained only Na
(plus glucose). At this point, the only interaction left t
sustain persistent adhesion of the vesicles in oppositio
the electrostatic repulsion was the specific nucleoside
traction. If the internucleoside binding energy was sma
than the electrostatic double-layer energy, the vesicles
arated; otherwise, they remained in contact. In accorda
with Gouy-Chapman theory [9], the double-layer energ
scaled to one DOSPA molecule,Edl depends on the charg
densityre (number of charges per nm2) and ionic strength
ci smolyld : sinhsEdly2kBTd ø 1.36 rep

ci
(1). The double-

layer energyEdl was adjusted, by varying the salt conce
trationci (from 1 to 200 mM) and the SOPS densityre in
the #2 vesicles.

First, we titrated the nucleoside binding interactio
against the ionic strength for fixed concentration
charged SOPS lipid. The ionic strength was reduced u
the electrostatic repulsion was sufficient to unbind t
adherent vesicles after transfer from the polymer soluti
To stabilize initial contact in the polymer solution, th
long-range electrostatic repulsion was overcome by
strong depletion stress in a 5% to 10% wyw concentration
of PEG. As seen in Table I, the crossover betwe
persistent adhesion and separation established bound
the binding energy based on the discrete value of io
strength used in the experiments. The binding energ
deduced from the results in Table I forAyT and AyA
interactions are in good agreement with values measu
by other methods as seen in Table II.
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Second, to test the range of the specific interactio
the concentration of PEG polymer was lowered unt
the persistent adhesion vanished, even though a sta
depletion-driven contact existed before transfer from th
initial PEG solution. For example, specific bonding o
vesicles with 10 mol % charged SOPS lipid and 5 mol %
reactant lipids (cf. second line of Table I) disappeare
when the PEG concentration was reduced from 10

FIG. 2. Video micrographs of vesicle adhesion driven b
polymer depletion in a 10% solution of PEG 20000. (a) Th
vesicles are maneuvered into point contact by micropipe
(b) The left hand vesicle is released from its holding pipe
to enable adhesion to the right hand vesicle. The adhere
vesicle pair was then transferred to a polymer-free solution
test persistent bonding after removal of depletion force.
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TABLE II. Comparison of experimental values with published binding energies [10,11]

Binding energyskBTd Experimental values Literature values

AyT 2.97 , Eb , 3.83 3.5
AyA 0.90 , Eb , 2.37 1.7
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to 5% (wyw) even in 20 mM salt. Analyzing the balance
of osmotic depletion stress and electrostatic repulsi
for these polymer concentrations shows that the init
separation between the surfaces increased from n
molecular contact (stabilized by repulsive hydration an
steric forces) in the 10% PEG solution toø2 nm in 5%
PEG, which was the approach used to obtain a bound
the range of the specific interactions. The range of 2 n
for the AyT interaction is much smaller than the long
range attractionsø38 nmd seen in SFA experiments with
the functionalized lipids supported on mica substrat
[10,11].

This new titration technique provides a simple approa
to evaluate binding energies (from2 25 kBT ) [12] and
ranges of biochemical bonds under conditions most re
vant for biology. In particular, the reactants are restricte
to soft-flexible interfaces whose stiffness can be controlle
which provides an environment similar to bonding betwee
semiflexible polymer chains. As such, the electrostatic a
steric microenvironment around the binding sites can
preset by introducing membrane lipids with special char
and polymer moieties grafted to the headgroups. With th
approach, it is possible to examine the nontrivial cons
quences of membrane conformational degrees of freed
and mobile-focal adhesion sites, which remain as un
solved issues between recent theoretical models [13].

This work was supported by the Medical Researc
Council of Canada through Grant No. MT7477, the Can
dian Institute for Advanced Research Program in “Scien
of Soft Surfaces and Interfaces.”
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